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The Approach.

Evidence1
Argumentation = Verbal Activity

Reason2
Argumentation = Language Use

Extracted
Knowledge

Extracting discourse commitments
Expanding the available set of commitments
Selecting the right set of commitments
Estimating the likelihood of entailment
Validating an entailment decision

Argumentation = Rational Activity

Evidence2

Hickl, A., & Bensley, J. (2007, June). A discourse commitment-based framework for recognizing textual entailment.
In Proceedings of the ACL-PASCAL Workshop on Textual Entailment and Paraphrasing (pp. 171-176). ACL
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Finding Social Commitments
Argumentation = Social Activity
Motif of social acts
extracted from
discourse
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Automatic
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Modality Class Modality Subclass

Example

To be a predecessor, it would need to be from the same publisher, not a different one . Animerica Extra is the predecessor of Shojo
Beat and was Smile's direct competitor . If anything, the see also would be between those two not between Smile and Shojo Beat which
is from a different decade, and thus had a different audience even if it was a similar age range .
Not necessarily so , as Smile broke the ground for an English-language girls' manga magazine, (in that sense it is a predecessor, similar
to Hana monogatari being a predescessor for Marimite) and that is why Smile is relevant as a see also to Shojo Beat .
I disagree . It breaking ground doesn't make it a relevant see also for ever girls' manga magazine afterwards (nor does either article
have any actual reliable source providing such a connection) . At best, it an appropriate see also for its actual contemporary . It bears
almost no semblance to Shojo Beat and its being first doesn't make it relevant enough for linking .
Perhaps not, it was December '98, AE may have been first . URL_REFERENCE this article, which may be relevant to the article as it
mentions the Shojo Beat book imprint will live on, doesn't mention AE, it mentions Smile and Sailor Moon, then Shojo Beat with Fruits
Basket . I think Smile is similar enough to Shojo Beat to warrant a mention in the see also .
It mentions them, but it does not connect them . Again, I do not think it is similar enough nor relevant enough to warrant . Shojo Beat is
based on Shonen Jump . No other magazine is cited as a predecessor or relevant per reliable sources .
Requiring it to be "per reliable sources" is adding a requirement to the WP:SEEALSO guidelines - although finding a link per reliable
sources is usually good (just because then you can talk about it in the article as opposed to merely the see also section), it's not needed
. The mere fact that they're mentioned in the article, both as examples of girls' magazines, does link them, in that they're both girl's
manga magazines, and people who are interested in Shojo Beat may be interested in Smile, as an earlier girl's manga magazine .
Being mentioned in a article as examples of girls magazines is not relevant nor does it support the idea of it being a see also .. By that
token, ever film article would have see alsos to some 2 dozen titles just because they are mentioned in news articles as being items in
the same genre . Just because both are girls magazines means nothing . They are not directly related in any fashion, and do not need to
be linked by a see also . See also is not just a catch all for anything that might marginally be related, otherwise we might as well link in
ever manga magazine in existence But we don't. There are lists for that.

Epistemic

I think they will attack.
I’ve heard they will attack.
I hope they attack.
I fear they will attack.
I plan to attack.
They threatened to attack.
You should attack.
You must attack.
If they attack, I will defend.

Deontic

Hypothetical

Specific

Bracewell, D. B., & Tomlinson, M. T. (2013). In you we follow: determining
the group leader in dialogue. In Social Computing, Behavioral-Cultural
Modeling and Prediction (pp. 240-248). Springer Berlin Heidelberg.

Judgment
Evidential
Volitive
Volitive
Commissive
Commissive
Directive
Directive
Hypothetical

Prices rose 0.3% last week

Generic

Prices rise as a result of monetary pressure.

Negation

Prices didn’t rise this week.

Monahan, S., & Brunson, M. (2014). Qualities of Eventiveness. ACL 2014, 59.

Crowd Sourcing

Wisdom of the crowd
Qualities of Eventiveness
Social Role Identification
Metaphor Identification
Concept Recognition
Sentiment Analysis
•
•

Emergence
of Gricean
Implicatures
Van Eemeren, F. H., & Grootendorst, R. (2004). A systematic theory of argumentation: The pragmadialectical approach (Vol. 14). Cambridge University Press.

Modality, Genericity, and Polarity

I think the link to Smile (magazine) is relevant as Smile targetted the same audience, had a similar seeming mix of articles (girly lifestyle

A and serialised manga) and could be thought of as a predecessor to Shojo Beat . Thus I felt it was relevant as a see also .
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Argumentation = Discourse Activity

Social Argument Analysis

Social Normative Motifs

Social Conversational Entailment
A

Distribution of Speech Acts in a Critical Discourse

Elicitation

Bracewell, D. B., Tomlinson, M., & Wang, H. (2012, September). A motif approach for identifying pursuits of power in social
discourse. In Semantic Computing (ICSC), 2012 IEEE Sixth International Conference on (pp. 1-8). IEEE.
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Motifs where individual
is pursuing power

Speech Acts & Argumentation

Collective Rules for Critical Frames
Rule 14
a. The protagonist is obliged to
retract the initial standpoint if the
antagonist has conclusively attacked
it (in the manner prescribed in rule 9)
in the argumentation stage (and has
also observed the other discussion
rules).
Rule 5
The discussants who will fulfill the
roles of protagonist and antagonist in
the argumentation stage agree how
the protagonist is to defend the initial
standpoint and how the antagonist is
to attack it, and in which case the
protagonist has successfully defended
the standpoint and in which case the
antagonist has successfully attacked it.

Dialectical Notion of
Reasonableness.

Collective Argument
Framework

Rule 4
The discussant who in the opening stage has
accepted the other discussant’s challenge to defend
his standpoint will fulfill the role of protagonist in
the argumentation stage, and the other discussant
will fulfill the role of antagonist unless they agree
otherwise; the distribution of roles is maintained
until the end of the discussion.

Rule 1
a. Special conditions apply neither to the propositional
content of the assertives by which a standpoint is
expressed, nor to the propositional content of the
negation of the commissive by means of which a
standpoint is called into question.
b. In the performance of these assertives and negative
commissives, no special preparatory conditions apply
to the position or status of the speaker or writer and
listener or reader.
Rule 2
The discussant who has called the standpoint of
the other discussant into question in the
confrontation stage is always entitled to challenge
this discussant to defend his standpoint.
Rule 3
The discussant who is challenged by the other
discussant to defend the standpoint that he has
put forward in the confrontation stage is always
obliged to accept this challenge, unless the other
discussant is not prepared to accept any shared
premises and discussion rules; the discussant
remains obliged to defend the standpoint as long
as he does not retract it and as long as he has not
successfully defended it against the other
discussant on the basis of the agreed premises and
discussion rules.

Van Eemeren, F. H., & Grootendorst, R. (2004). A systematic theory of argumentation: The pragmadialectical approach (Vol. 14). Cambridge University Press.

About Language Computer

Curated Experts

• “Boutique” provider of next-generation natural language processing software solutions for
Government and commercial customers
• Strong track record: top marks at more than 20 different Government evaluations since 1999
• Question Answering (TREC, 1999-2008 & IARPA AQUAINT Program)
• Information Extraction (ACE, 2005-2006)
• Summarization (DUC, 2003-2008)
• Knowledge Base Population (TAC, 2011-2014) • Textual Inference (RTE, 2006-2008)
• Social Role Identification (IARPA SCIL Program) • Metaphor Processing ( IARPA Metaphor Program)

Social Act Identification
Social Role Identification
Event Properties
Monahan, S., & Brunson, M. (2014). Qualities of Eventiveness. ACL 2014, 59.
Bracewell, D. B., Tomlinson, M. T., Brunson, M., Plymale, J., & Bracewell, J. (2012, July). Annotation of adversarial and
collegial social actions in discourse. In Proceedings of the Sixth Linguistic Annotation Workshop (pp. 184-192).
Association for Computational Linguistics.
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